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ARTICLES1. Indefinite Articles – A , An
2. Definite Articles – The
An- अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ, अं, अ:
A- Consonant sound
Use of A ,AnRule 1. Before the singular noun which can be counted.
Example- a book, an old man
Rule 2. Before jobExample- a teacher, a doctor
Rule 3. Before price, rate, speed
Example- a kilo, a day
Rule 4. Before numerals expressionExample- a quarter, a lot of, a great deal of, a great many
Rule 5. In exclamatory sentenses
Example- what a beautiful flower
Rule 6. Degree and posts and abbreviated
Example- an M.A. , an S.D.M.
Rule 7. Before Mr. Mrs. Miss + Surname – unknown
Example- a Mr. Sharma, a Miss gupta
Rule 8. No use an, a before plural and uncountable noun
Example- X advice, X boys
Fill articles:_____U.D.C

______Water

______B.com

_____ Men

______player

______players

________great deal of

2.- Definate article- “The”
Rule 1. Before known nounExample- I saw a lion. The lion was sleeping.
Rule 2. Before superlative degrees
Example – The best the richest.
Rule 3. Before pharase/ clause
Example – The girl in the blue skirt is my sister.
Rule 4. Before whole class or race.
Example – the cat, the dog
Rule 5. Before rivers name, seas name, oceans name, boys name, desert name, island,
mocentain range, canel , forest, country.
X-proper noun
Example- the USA, Thiranga
Abstract,material,noun
Rule 6. Before adjective which used as noun
Example- The rich
Rule 7. Universal, unique thing
Example – The sun

Xlanguage,subject,publicplace
, game, dieases,
color,nation,fastival

Rule 8. Adjective + noun
Example- The national highway.
Rule 9. Religious books, music instrument, ordinal noun
Example- The Geeta, The flute, The last
Rule 10. Before comparative degree.
Rule 11. Proper noun compare with other.
Rule 12. Religinal, cast, nationalty, political party, ship, rail, airplane, date, national leval days
Rule 13. All___, some of____,one of______,each____
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Important short cut Rules for C.F.O.V
1. Present indefinite- always, often, frequently seldom, usually, generally, accasionally, daily,
every
2. Past indefinite- yesterday, last week, ago, long ago, once upon a time
3. Present continuous –now, still, at this time, at this moment, at present, today, now a days,
look! , listen!
4. Past continuous- when, while, as
5. Present perfect- just, already, yet, so far, recently, lately, till now, till/until, ever
6. Past perfect- Had MV2
MV2

Before

MV2

after

had+MV3

7. Future indefinate- Next +------, I think, probably, perhaps, I hope, I expect, I belive
8. Future continuous- for a couple of years, all the while, this time, next week, in the future, in the
next few days.
9. Future prefect- by + time, In+time, before+present
10. Time clause in present
11. By + time future perfect continuous , since/for
12. When+ MV2

past continuous , Since/for

had+MV3 ,

13. After

MV2

14. Till/until +had +MV3 , MV2
15. When simple present, future perfect
OTHER RULES16. ______had better, would rather, let+MV1
17. To MV1
Please, dare, need
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Use of Active & passive(2m)
1. Change object to subject
2. Use of tense
3. Use of MV1, MV2,MV1 (tense notes के साथ )
4. Use of “by”
5. Change subject to object
Rule-

Rule 2-

SUBJECT

OBJECT

SUBJECT

OBJECT

I

-

Me

She

-

Her

We

-

us

It

-

It

You

-

you

they

-

them

He

-

Him

ACTIVE
V1/V2 + s/es

-

PASSIVE
is/am /are+ V3

V2

-

Was/were + MV3

Do/does

-

is/ am/ are

Is/ am/ are

-

Is/ am/ are +being

Was/were

-

was/were + being

Has/ have

-

has/ have + been

Had

-

Had + been

Shall have / will have

-

Shall have / will have + MV3

Will/ shall

-

shall/ will + be

Can ,could, may, might,

-

same+ be+ MV3 or modal +be+MV3

Would, should, must, need,

SPECIALRule 1. Use ‘at’ replace of ‘by’ with these M.V.= surprised, astonished, disappointed,
displeased, alarmed == at
Rule 2. Use ‘to’ in place of ‘by’ with these verb – known, obliged+to
Rule 3. Pleased, satisfied, disappointed (By) with
Rule 4. Interested in

Change these example into passive voice
1. Hari will eat a mango.
2. He learns English.
3. She made tea for us.
4. This book interests me.
5. My behavior pleased him
6. He bought a number of books.
7. We don’t cut green trees.
8. They needn’t to do this work.
9. Your sister may help us.
10. Nobody can solve this problem.
11. We must pay our taxes.
12. I could attend the function.
13. I can left this box.
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Introgative sentences in passive voice
Pattern-I – Active- H.V.+ sub+M.V.+ object+ ?
Passive- H.V.+ object+M.V.3+ by+subject+?
Pattern 2- active- W.h. word + H.V.+ Sub+ V+obj+?
Passive- W.h. word + H.V.+obj+MV3+by+sub+?
Example – when does he help me? (active)
When am I helped by him ? (passive)
Pattern 3- Active- who +verb+obj+?
Passive- 1. By whom+ H.V. + obj+V3+?
2 – who+H.V. +object+MV3+by+?
Example – who called ravi?

- By whom was ravi called?

Pattern 4. – active- whom +H.V.+sub.+MV?
Passive- who + H.V.+MV3+By+obj.?
Example: whom did you help?
Pattern5.-

-who was help by you

imperative sentences
Active- verb+object

passive- let+object+be+MV3

Active- post this letter
Passive- let this letter be posted
Pattern 6.- active – Don’t + verb+object
Passive- let+ not+obj+be+MV3

OR

Active- Don’t kill the bird.
Passive- let not the bird be killed.
Let the bird not be killed

let +obj+not+be+MV3

Pattern 7 – Imperative sentences for advise/requestYou are request to
You are advised to
Pattern 8- please + MV1+obj.
Pattern 9 – let _(obj1st) +MV+obj (active)
Let+ (do)obj+ be+MV3+by+Io(ob)
Example- let him play cricket (active)
Passive-Let cricket be played by him.
Change active voice to passive voice
1. Please open your book.
2. Arrast the thief.
3. Tell him to wait.
4. Who has taken my pen?
5. Who taughy you german?
6. When does he help me?
7. Why did you write a letter?

